
Anti-Corruption Task Force Reveals Their Deadliest Weapon Against Corrupt 
Politicians: THE OOOPSIE DOOPSIE!

There is one certain fact on this Earth: Criminals are not that smart, and they are
not that clever.
Corrupt Senators, criminally bad lobbyists and sociopathic campaign billionaires 
can always be counted on to do one thing, every single time: Screw Up.
To be an executive crook, you have to fight, every second, of every day, to keep 
your cover up. 
Normal people don’t think twice about saying that they are going to go see their 
friend, Bob, at the Baseball game. Senator Feinstein can never, in her whole life, 
say that she met with a guy named Abramoff in the box seats at the baseball 
game. If that, theoretical, meeting had ever taken place, she could be looking at 
jail time.
To stay Teflon-like, corrupt 1%-ers need to live their cover story every moment. 
While 5% of the people around them are junior criminal “yes men”, who assist 
them in their crimes, 95% of the people they deal with, daily, are normal people 
acting normal. It is all too compelling to fall into the trap of “normalcy”, drop 
your guard, and slip up.
The longer it is from the day the crime was committed, the more likely it is for 
the corrupt Senator to lose their edge, let something slip, get lazy and blow the 
whole scheme wide open.
It can happen at a DC party. The booze flows like a rainstorm for the high and 
mighty, at Washington parties. Lobbyists choose certain tequilas, whiskey’s and 
other manipulation beverages because they make it easy to separate the rich 
from their money. You can get more money, and more sex, at a Washington 
party, than anywhere else, because the whole thing is staged to weaken your 
ability to say no. So you have this mix of corrupt, and semi-corrupt, super 
powerful at this party, the clock is inching closer to 10PM, the “hit point”. 10PM is
called the “hit point” because it is the latest hour, with the most drunken guests,
who have yet to leave to send the babysitter home.
In addition to the lobbyists who are converging around the culled out packs of 
suckers in the herd, another group is staking out turf: The reporters and tipsters. 
Now is, also, the exact moment that they can get the drunk and stupid to say 
something revealing. 
Is that Senator Reid over their talking to Barbara Boxer? A woman with her back 
to the group leans slightly to one side as Harry Reid says, in an alcohol amplified 
volume,: “ ..ahhh, screw ‘em, at least they only took out my eye but they didn’t 
take all that Solyndra cash out of my bank account..HA.. They ain’t never gonna 
figure out about my Goldman 327 account…”

The woman with her back to the group sidles away as if to say hi to a comrade. 
Too bad Harry, that was Carol Leonning that heard that. She is the top 
corruption-busting reporter from the Washington Post: OOOPSIE DOOPSIE!



Ooopsie Doopsie’s are not always so in-your-lap.
The key to the operation of the OOOPSIE DOOPSIE is patience. You just have to
watch and wait for them to slip up and you have to know what to look for.
“Luck is when preparation meets with opportunity”; this, oft quoted, saying 
describes the whole process.
You have to watch SEC S-1 filings, financial reports, HR newsletters about who 
got fired, who got hired and who sued who. These sorts of things will give you 
clues about their slip-ups.
The FBI recently caught Whitey Bulger after setting up an EPIC Ooopsie Doopsie 
net. Finally, the old White-ster flinched and they got him.
If YOU know your guy is dirty, then you need allies. Look for every reporter on 
Earth who has published similar stories and similar crimes or other people with 
your targets circle of contacts. Pull those reporters into your team.
The bad guys always shoot themselves in their own feet. Watch, wait, observe 
and they will deliver themselves right to your trap.
Then, you simply write it all up and deliver the facts to every reporter and law 
enforcement agency you have ever heard of. You never work with a single 
agency or reporter, they will be compromised and probably leveraged to run a 
cover up. Get the news to EVERYBODY.
The Ooopsie Doopsie tactic works every single time!

THE TASKFORCE: The Most Potent Public Service Group on Earth
By Deanna Conners
It is a really, really bad idea to do political corruption. 
It is a worse idea to do political corruption, with tax money from these particular 
members of the public. 
It is the worst possible idea, in history, if you do political corruption, with the tax 
money from these members of the public, and then use their own tax dollars to 
put their companies out of business, copy their products and make billions of 
dollars, off of their blood and sweat.
Are politicians, and their campaign financiers, that evil? Yep!
So this has happened to a bunch of different Americans. But, some of these 
American’s can be clever people. That can be darn right creative in their problem
solving.
So, it turns out: Crooked politicians, and dirty financiers, are not very smart 
beyond their spreadsheets. They steal quite a lot of the things that they make 
money off of, because they do not know how to create. 



When, some of them, stole with great audacity; they poked the sleeping bear 
and kicked the hornet’s nest, at exactly the same time.
It is hard, on the public, when you steal their futures, their dreams and their 
homes. It gets them kind of upset. (IE: Congress’s lowest-in-history approval 
numbers)
So, some people, that had these bad things done to them, got together and, not 
only, said “enough is enough”; they also built and deployed the tool to put an 
end to it.
That tool is called: THE TASKFORCE!
Although it is not openly admitted, they took out Solyndra, Eric Holder, Steven 
Chu, A123, a massive chunk of the senior White House staff, Erick Strickland, 
Lois Lerner, and quite a number of very famous names that you have heard of. 
They made these people resign, get fired or get defunded. They made some of 
them get indicted.
They brought the FBI, The GAO, Attorney Generals from across America, and tens
of thousands of journalists into ongoing investigations against Google, Kleiner 
Perkins, Elon Musk, and gobs of suspects. Think about it! You never saw so many
resignations, at about the same time, of some of the most powerful people in 
politics, who all happened to be financially connected. Hmmmmm?
The Taskforce showed hundreds of thousands, of members of the public, how to 
do, almost, the same level of investigations, on dirty politicians, and their 
cohorts, as the FBI.
Not only do they accomplish their magic without breaking a single law, the law 
enforcement agencies are obligated to help them do it.
They have one requirement: The bad guys actually have to be doing crimes. The 
Taskforce will not go after anybody because of race, appearance, accent or poor 
social skills. If you have the Taskforce on your tail, it is 99% certain that you did 
crimes!
They work as a team and retain the services of former FBI, CIA, DIA, DEA, Federal
prosecutors, independent media publishers, university researchers, private 
investigators, and have quite a volunteer squad, comprised of the general public.
The opposition does not even need to spy on them because they openly disclose 
their plans online, and send regular reports in to law enforcement agencies.
How do you take down a billion dollar Criminal Corporation, a dirty Senator with 
vast amounts of cash hidden in Switzerland, or a cartel of insane technology 
financiers? Simple. You use the truth!
Crooks do their work in the dark. The Taskforce brings the brightest lights on the 
planet to the blackest holes in Washington, DC and Silicon Valley.
Every single manipulation of financial records can now be traced. You can 
monitor their activities from their UBER app and their social media postings. 
Every illegal sexual transaction can now be discovered. Every overseas hidden 
tax hole have can be found out and reported. All of the under the table pay-outs 
are now open. The payola using stock can be found out. Secret PAC’s are no 



longer secret. In other words, there are no longer any secrets in the world. Every 
dirty investor, and all of their stock portfolio assets can now be identified, 
tracked and terminated. All within the full confines of the law.
If, during the course of an investigation, you are missing the final links to a 
payola scheme review, just wait a minute, 4CHAN, or some whistle-blower, will 
post it on Facebook in a short amount of time. Snowden didn’t create all of this 
transparency, but he did make a milestone happen. Wikileaks has now converted
into a search engine for corruption. Over 1000 organized anti-corruption groups 
now exist AND THEY ALL WORK TOGETHER. Over 2000 internet companies will 
sell you a Senators entire, low-level, backgrounder for $20 bucks. The 
Washington Post has an investigation database that makes X-Key-Score look like 
child’s play...actually quite a number of digital news offices now do.
Catching the bad guys is a hundred times easier, now, than it was fifteen years 
ago.
Investigations, by the Taskforce, are FOR LIFE, or until the target is jailed. Some 
Taskforce targets are, in fact, now in jail. When members of the Taskforce retire, 
others take up where the last one’s left off. 
Of course, politicians and their billionaires are famously vindictive. When The 
Taskforce gets a retribution attack on them, they have a motto they invoke: 
“Ten For One”.  Whatever the politician does in retribution to these members of 
the public, that politician gets back ten times over. Additionally, every corrupt 
politico hit-job and dirty billionaire attack can now be tracked right back to the 
source. The more that politician attacks you, the more they draw a line of 
evidence right straight back to themselves.
The Taskforce has sponsored hundreds of journalists in the creation of their own 
on-line digital newspapers. This transition from print, to digital, has brought the 
news industry to its knees. In exchange for getting infrastructure set-ups, The 
Taskforce trades access with these new digital publishers.
The Taskforce offers rewards for tips and disclosures from past employees of the 
dirty corporations and past aides from the dirty senators. They pay up to tens of 
thousands of dollars for such tips.
Targeted criminal politicians and billionaires are very, very aloof and feel like 
they are made of Teflon…until the manila envelope full of facts or the FBI shows 
up on their front porch.
Don’t you wish you could hire the Taskforce? 
Here is the best part, you can do everything that they do, on your own. Modern 
private investigators have all of the same resources that the FBI and CIA have. 
For the same price as a marriage counselor, you can hire one of them to be your 
mini-Taskforce. 
Limited on funds? Do-it-yourself. There are now Maker Faire-type groups, and 
meetings, that get people together and teach them how to do these things. You 
can find the links to these training groups by contacting the campaign manager 
of your local political party, the political reporters at your local independent news



outlets and by searching the term: “anti-corruption groups” in most search 
engines.
You will probably be up against a crooked billionaire. Should you be scared? 
No, he should be scared. If he is dirty, he got his billions by doing criminal things.
You now have the power to take it all away from him, cut off his sources and 
wipe out his portfolio. That dirty billionaire should be very, very worried about 
you and the 300+ million other taxpayers who might be put-off by his crimes.


